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ES To develop boccia in New Zealand ensuring it is sustainable, inclusive and               
progressive; and

To be the world's leading boccia nation.

The 2-tiered vision for Boccia New Zealand is:

Promote a healthy, inclusive, and safe environment for the delivery of
boccia and associated activities, events and programmes.

Transparency and integrity in our governance and decision making.

Operate with teamwork, collaboration, trust, effective communication and
mutual respect.

Foster a culture based on a foundation of wellbeing, work ethic,
accountability and performance.

Promote altruism (selflessness) and recognise our dedicated volunteer
workforce.

Our Values:

Our Vision:
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It is with great pleasure that I present the President’s Report to accompany the 2022-2023 Annual Report.
It has been another busy year at both governance and operational levels for Boccia NZ as we continue to
learn to operate in a challenging environment.

The timeframe of our Strategic Plan has been extended to ensure alignment with our High-Performance
Strategy, and these strategic plans continue to guide the work our organisation does and shape the future
of our sport nationally.

One highlight of the year, was welcoming Rose McCarthy in the role of Sport Development Lead and
launching our Inclusive Boccia Kits as part of implementing our Sport NZ Disability Inclusion Fund project,
“Boccia – Inclusive, Sustainable, Progressive”, which focusses on enhancing engagement with disabled
tamariki and rangatahi. A key milestone of this project has been the distribution of up to 30 Inclusive
Boccia Kits within 13 regions across the country which are now available to local schools, community
groups and service providers.

Another highlight of the year, was returning to a busy competition calendar with four sanctioned events
held during the past 12-months, three in the second half of 2022 and one in the first half of 2023. 
We acknowledge that ongoing economic pressure continues to make travel and attending competitions
challenging, and we thank all the athletes, officials and volunteers for their time and commitment.

It was exciting to see NZ athletes return to international competition after a three-year hiatus due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and associated travel restrictions. In August 2022, Greig Jackson attended the 2022
Veldhoven Challenger event and in June 2023, Alisha Mill and Troy Robertson competed at the Santiago
Challenger in Chile. It takes significant dedication to training, competition and fundraising to compete at
the international level, and these athletes, their coaches, whānau and supporters should be congratulated
and recognised for their achievements and commitment.



Malcolm Humm completed the development of an Academy plan, including a strategic plan to shape the
structure and direction and a head coach position to drive implementation. The next phase of this project
is identifying and securing the funding to resource the academy project, ensuring it is sustainable over the
long term. The purpose of a Boccia NZ Academy will be to provide athletes and coaches an environment
that enables them to reach their potential.

Financially, Boccia NZ had a stable year with a surplus of $4,141.19 leaving the organisation with
approximately $54,000.00 in net assets. The funding that we have received from Sport New Zealand
through their Disability Funding and Disability Inclusion Fund has made a significant impact, and we thank
Sport NZ and all our other funders for their support, enabling us to achieve our key outcomes.
Diversifying revenue streams and building cash reserves is a key strategic priority, ensuring the
organisation can resource growing operations and remain financially sustainable moving forward. 
In February 2023, Barrer & Co were engaged to develop an Operational Fundraising Strategy to equip
Boccia NZ with a fundraising roadmap to support the organisation to enhance funding from trusts and
grants and generate funding from donations, minor / major gifts and various other fundraising streams.

At the end of April 2023, we said goodbye to Rose McCarthy as she pursued an opportunity overseas, and
in May 2023 we welcomed Trevor Jenkinson to the Role of Sport Development Lead. Trevor is a familiar
face to many in the boccia community, having coached the NZ team to three Paralympic Games in the
early 2000’s.

I would like to thank the Board for their support, time and contribution throughout the year, it has been a
very harmonious team. I would also like to acknowledge and thank our staff for all their hard work and
continued support to facilitate boccia throughout NZ, and to run our sanctioned events.

Lastly, my sincere thanks to all our athletes, referees, coaches, classifiers and volunteers for their
outstanding commitment to boccia, without you all we would not be here. 

I wish everyone well for the 2023 - 2024 year. Stay Safe and Be Kind.

Andy Henderson, President, Boccia New ZealandPR
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Introduce new participants to boccia.
Offer participants with different abilities and learning styles many ways to play boccia.
Utilise modified activities and game ideas that develop specific and targeted skills within boccia.
Provide programme activators easy-to-follow boccia session plan structures that contain week-to-
week lesson progression.

A key priority has been the ongoing implementation of our Sport NZ Disability Inclusion Fund project
“Boccia – Inclusive, Sustainable, Progressive”. During the past year, this has involved the development of a
sport delivery resource “Boccia – A Sport for All”, and the assembly and distribution of up to 30 Inclusive
Boccia Kits within 13 regions across the country. In May 2023, the Inclusive Boccia Kits were officially
launched and are currently being used by local schools, community groups and service providers. 
We must acknowledge and thank Nicki Turner for her contribution to the design of both the sport
development resource and Inclusive Boccia Kits.

Looking ahead, we look forward to demonstrating the impact of this project through storytelling via our
website, social media channels and key partners.

The introduction of Gotcha Boccia has been another key project over the past 12-months as part of
Paralympics New Zealand’s Regional Community Para Sport Pilot. Gotcha Boccia has been designed and
developed as an introductory, fun and inclusive community boccia programme, centered around a
resource which contains session plans recommended over a six-week period.
The development of the Gotcha Boccia resource has been funded by the Paralympics New Zealand
Strengthen and Adapt plan, and designed through a collaboration with Boccia New Zealand, Disability
Sport and Recreation Hawkes Bay, Parafed Manawatu, and Parafed Taranaki. In 2023, three regional
community Gotcha Boccia pilots have been staged in Taranaki, Manawatu and Hawke’s Bay.

Moving forward, Gotcha Boccia will be made accessible to the public for community use with the aim of
enhancing and leveraging the Gotcha Boccia brand to further facilitate sport development across the
country.

Gotcha Boccia Project Outcomes:

A key driver of both projects is collaboration, and therefore broadening and strengthening our regional
network remains a priority, ensuring quality activities, events and programmes are being delivered locally
across the country.
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A major highlight of the past year was returning to a busy competition calendar providing players with
plenty of opportunity to compete both regionally and nationally.

Four sanctioned events were delivered over the past 12-months:

2022 Christchurch Regional Boccia Championships (July 2022):

Individual BC1,2,4,5 Combined:
Gold - Craig Gadsby (Canterbury)
Silver - Jared Rollinson (Canterbury)
Bronze - Alisha Mill (Canterbury)

Individual BC3:
Gold - Greig Jackson (Manawatu)
Silver - Henk Dijkstra (Otago)
Bronze - Gina Taka-Ardouin (Canterbury)

Individual Kiwi:
Gold - Lilian Exton (Canterbury)
Silver - Connor Fa’asega (Otago)
Bronze - Hunter Edgecombe (Otago)

2022 Palmerston North Regional Boccia Championships (September 2022):

Individual Throwers:
Gold - Lilian Exton (Canterbury)
Silver - Alisha Mill (Canterbury)
Bronze - Matthew Henderson (Wellington)

Individual BC3:
Gold - Greig Jackson (Manawatu)
Silver - Hyran Daymond (Wellington)
Bronze - Cian Wackrow (Waikato)
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2022 NZ National Boccia Championships (October 2022)

Individual BC1,2,4,5 Combined:
Gold - Maurice Toon (Waikato)
Silver - Hamish Cleary (Canterbury)
Bronze - Alisha Mill (Canterbury)

Individual BC3:
Gold - Greig Jackson (Manawatu)
Silver - Troy Robertson (Northland)
Bronze - Hyran Daymond (Wellington)

Individual Kiwi:
Gold - Lilian Exton (Canterbury)
Silver - Connor Fa’asega (Otago)
Bronze - Hunter Edgecombe (Otago)

Player of the Year - Greig Jackson (Manawatu)
Junior Player of the Year - Cian Wackrow (Waikato)
Services to Refereeing - Kevin Exton (Canterbury)
Volunteer of the Year - Harvey Brunt (Auckland / Life Member)

2023 Christchurch Regional Boccia Championships (April 2023):

Individual BC1,2,4 Combined:
Gold - Alisha Mill (Canterbury)
Silver - Hamish Cleary (Canterbury)
Bronze - Jeremy Morriss (Canterbury)

Individual BC3:
Gold - Hyran Daymond (Wellington)
Silver - Oliver Hill-Parker (Tasman)
Bronze - Paul Woodhead (Canterbury)

Individual Kiwi:
Gold - Lilian Exton (Canterbury)
Silver - Andrew Hocken (Canterbury)
Bronze - Connor Fa’asega (Otago)
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Congratulations to the medal winners, award winners and all the athletes for four incredible
competitions! Volunteers are the backbone of our sanctioned events and we thank all the classifiers,
coaches, referees, scorers and support staff for their tremendous commitment and effort.
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Greig Jackson 0 - 11 Keisuke Kawamoto (Japan)        Pool Play
Greig Jackson 0 - 4 Mirco Garavaglia (Italy)                 Pool Play
Greig Jackson 10 - 0 Patrick Flanagan (Ireland)          Pool Play

1 x Technical Classifier (Kerry Jenkinson)

Alisha Mill 0 - 12 Leidy Chica Chica (Colombia)            Pool Play
Alisha Mill 5 -1 Norma Concha (Chile)                           Pool Play

Troy Robertson 8 – 3 Carlos Aranda (Chile)                  Pool Play
Troy Robertson 1 – 6 Jesus Romero (Colombia)          Pool Play
Troy Robertson 5 – 2 Khalil Profiti (Argentina)             Playoff
Troy Robertson 7 – 1 Rodrigo Romero (Argentina)     Semi-Final
Troy Robertson 1 – 8 Jesus Romero (Colombia)          Final

It was exciting to return to the world stage, with three athletes and one classifier representing NZ at World Boccia
sanctioned international competitions. Greig Jackson attended the 2022 Veldhoven World Boccia Challenger in the
Netherlands. Greig finished pool play with one win and two losses, which unfortunately meant he did not advance
to the knockout rounds. 
Alisha Mill and Troy Robertson both attended the 2023 Santiago World Boccia Challenger in Chile. Alisha made her
international debut, and despite a disappointing outcome following classification, Alisha displayed terrific character
and strength to earn her first international win in individual BC4 female competition. After pool play, Alisha was
devastatingly withdrawn from the competition following observation assessment as part of classification.
Troy Robertson made a successful return to international competition finishing pool play with one win and one loss
to advance to the knockout rounds. Troy won a playoff match and semi-final to advance to the final, where he had
to settle for the silver medal following a tough match. Troy’s silver medal is the highest finish for a NZ athlete in
individual competition at an international event, a tremendous achievement for Troy and is ramp operator, Manaia
Sanerivi.

Summary of International Events:

2022 Veldhoven World Boccia Challenger (August 2022)
Individual BC3 Male:

2022 Bahrain World Boccia Cup (November 2022)

2023 Santiago World Boccia Challenger (June 2023)
Individual BC4 Female:

Individual BC3 Male:
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amazing contribution to our organisation and sport


